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What is Apostasy? 

First understand what is Apostasy? It is the process of 
abandoning Islam and adopting another religion. Muslim Girls 
eloping with Non-Muslims and abandoning Islam for the sake 
of fake love has become a heinous issue in our society these 
days. In the name of schools and colleges, Muslim Girls are 
seen in parks with their boyfriends, going on long drives with 
non muslims and even caught red handed with non muslims 
in hotels. These actions of muslim girls are making headlines 
and becoming viral in social media platforms these days. 
These news act as a lightning strike on the parents. 
Embarrassment in the society and Muslim Girls abandoning 
Islam are nothing less than a curse to the family. Because of 
these actions the younger sisters have to suffer, lives are 
ruined. Phone numbers are exchanged between a muslim girl 
and a non muslim in the name of notes and project 
dissertation. Later Birthday celebration together, exchanging 
of gifts, college tours, cultural programmes are those things 
which brings a muslim girl close to non muslims and 
eventually turns into a severe cancer and it becomes 
incurable with time. 

 

Current Scenario of India  

News coming thick and fast from several districts of India 
that muslim girls are abandoning islam and getting married to 
non muslims and therafter there are incidents where muslim 
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girls are treated harshly. Anti-Islamic Organizations are 
targeting Muslim Girls with a proper planning. In such a 
situation, the protection of Muslim Girls becomes the matter 
of utmost urgency. What are the horrible plans behind this 
wave of Apostasy? What should be done to eradicate this? 
We need to pay attention but our Islamic Organizations are 
on a sabbatical leave in this case. 

 

Current behaviour of the daughters of muslim 
community 

There's no doubt that the excessive inclination of Muslim 
Community towards the European Culture has separated the 
Muslim community from Islamic traditions. There was once a 
time when Muslim Girls would go outside only when it was 
absolutely necessary but things have changed now and 
Muslim Girls are seen roaming around in the markets and 
other public places. It's a tragedy that a parent doesn't care 
to question the actions of their daughters roaming around 
with their boyfriends (so-called classmates). There's no 
definition of shame in European countries and Muslims feel 
proud on adopting their cultures. Handshaking, dancing, 
meeting alone, going for excursions are those activities 
involving men and women and the people who doesn't deem 
these activities bad are deprived of high morals. Glory of Islam 
was visible to everyone when Muslims were ahead of all 
communities in all stages of development and veiling was 
prevalent. Muslim women were regarded as an empress of 
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dignity, they used to preach and were an eloquent speaker. 
Muslim women would take part in Islamic Battles with veils 
and served as a nurse. 

 

Some news regarding Apostasy and methods of 
Apostasy 

There are countless petty thieves to plunder the scanty 
wealth of this world and we are well prepared. But how well 
are we prepared against the potent thieves of Faith (Imaan). 
The storm of apostasy is coming to our homes rapidly. There 
are some horrific incidents regarding apostasy. This is an 
incident from UP Chhindwara where a Muslim Girl named 
Rizwana first converted to hinduism and then got married to 
a non muslim guy named Siddhartha. Later Siddhartha killed 
Rizwana by strangling her. 

(Baseerat online newspaper 28 mar 2021) 

 

Another incident of apostasy 

This is an incident from Bihar, District Khagaria. A Muslim 
Girl named Afsana first converted to hinduism and then got 
married but later the guy abandoned her. 

 

A news has surfaced on social media on 5th February 2022 
where a Muslim Girl, Muskan from Hardoi told via a video that 
three and a half years ago she became friend to a non muslim 
guy, Arjun Gupta from Bareilly Cantt. Later this friendship 
turned into love and Muskan was converted to hinduism and 
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they got married. Later Arjun Gupta abandoned her and now 
she has no one to turn to. 

 

Numerous Muslim Girls are trapped in the storm of 
apostasy and they have no one to turn to. The Non Muslims 
first get close to Muslim Girls via Whatsapp, Facebook, 
Instagram, School, Coaching and then acts as if they can die 
for her. They promise to tie knot with her. Later the Muslim 
Girls are coaxed into leaving Islam and this led to Apostasy. 

In other words, Non Muslim boy and a Muslim Girl get 
close, gradually this closeness turns into love and then love 
turns into lust and finally turns into marriage and eventually 
this led to the brink of apostasy. 

 

What are the reasons behind this wave of Apostasy? Let's 
try to find out the causes and its solution because tears will 
bring nothing. Reasons must be assessed for the reformation. 

 

 

Factors affecting apostasy 

(1) Television 
The way Islam is presented in the movies and dramas is 

something we all are aware of. European filthy and rubbish 
culture are promoted via television and Muslim Girls feel 
proud on adopting their cultures. Evil and obscenity are 
promoted in the name of women's advancement. 

 
(2) Co-education 

Modern Co-education system is prevalent from the floor 
of school to the roof of college. It has provided a firm base for 
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Apostasy. Muslim Girls and non muslim boys get closer to 
each other via this system. 

 
(3) Distance from Islamic Knowledge 

Who are we? And Who are Europeans? It's a pity that we 
can't differentiate. Right from the birth, a Muslim is kept away 
from Islamic traditions and high morals and because of this a 
Muslim keep getting away from the wealth of faith (Iman). 
Their (The Europeans) hearts and souls are contaminated 
with wickedness but Muslims are still attracted to their filthy 
cultures. It is obvious that such a tendency towards others 
eventually lead to apostasy.  

 
(4) Delay in Marriage 

One of the reasons behind apostasy is pointless delay in 
marriage. Parents should marry their daughters at the right 
age. Some parents wait so that their daughters can get a job. 
But the glory of Islam is prior to a job. 

Some ways to prevent apostasy 

You can serve Islam by preaching, writing or even joining 
an organization. You can contribute to the reformation if you 
assess your potential and abilities. Islamic Scholars, 
intellectuals and Islamic organizations have to come forward 
and work on the ground level to stop the wave of apostasy. 
We have to instill a sense of revolution in the hearts of the 
daughters of Hawwa so that their hearts bow down to Islamic 
laws. Some of the methods are stated below.  
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(1) If the reformation is done by organizations, light must 
be shed on the cases regarding apostasy and the reasons 
behind this. Because the treatment is futile if you are unaware 
of the disease. There must be discussions regarding the 
importance of Islam as it is the only way to succeed in this 
world and hereafter. Instructional and intellectual training, 
workshops should be set up for the betterment of Muslim 
Girls. Social media platforms can be used to create religious 
awareness as most of the muslim girls are connected to social 
media. 

 
(2) If the prevention of apostasy is done by preaching then 

it depends upon the preacher on how well he delivers his 
sermon. The imam from the minbar (pulpit) of the mosque to 
the gatherings of women must preach the authenticity of 
Islam. A weekly religious program for Muslim Women should 
be set up in every locality. These programs can be used to 
deliver the importance of shyness in Islam, rules of marriage 
and other issues regarding women because ignorance is one 
of the biggest reasons behind apostasy. 

 
(3) If the prevention of apostasy is done by oration. Imams 

from their Minbars, Islamic teachers from their educational 
institutions and orators from the stages of congregation can 
introduce apostasy and the ways to prevent it. They should 
also explain the importance of shyness in Islam and the 
concept of monotheism in Islam.  
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(4) If the prevention of apostasy is done by writings, our 
prolific writers can publish articles and booklets on the topic 
of Apostasy. Then the books can be given to the parents. 

 
(5) The prevention of apostasy can be done by parents as 

well. Even a ten minutes mini session can be of great help. The 
faith (Iman) of a kid can be strengthened by persistent 
instructions. The importance of veiling in Islam should be 
taught to the children. Parents should keep an eye on the 
manners and habits of their daughters who are going to 
school or college. With the above mentioned methods, 
Apostasy can be crushed and if these efforts are influenced by 
Islamic teachings then our daughters remain unscathed from 
apostasy (Insha Allah), provided that we follow the methods 
sincerely and consistently. 

 

How can we make a better society of shyness 

(1) Parents should educate their children in an Islamic 
Environment, high morals should be taught from the 
beginning. It is extremely important for a parent to possess 
high morals because a kid learns more by watching and 
imitating. The action of a parent impact a kid a lot. 

 
(2) The lap of a mother is the first school of her kid. That's 

why a mother should edify her child with good morals and 
avoid worthless talks. In most of the cases a mother is the root 
cause behind the bad character of a girl. 
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(3) Dramas and serials are deadly poison for kids. It teaches 
nothing but obscenity. Supplications, laws of salah, Kalimah 
are those things which should be encouraged to watch in 
place of dramas and serials.  

 
(4) Holy Qur'an and biography of Rasool must be taught. 
 
(5) If you give the smartphone to your kid, install 

protection apps first so that your kid remain unscathed by 
sexual anarchy. And replace YouTube with YouTube-kids. 

 
(6) Instruct your kids for Salah when he/she reaches the 

age of 7 and make your daughters wear veils so that they get 
use to it. 

 
(7) Separate the beds when a kid reaches the age of 10 and 

teach them the difference between mahram and non-
mahram. 

 
(8) Treat the 7-14 aged kids as a slave and punish them to 

an extent as well so that a good character can be built. 
 

 

(9) Treat the 14-21 aged kids as a friend so that they can 
share their problems with you rather than others. The 
possibility of straying from the right path is high in these ages 
and one of the causes behind this is the weak relationship 
between a parent and the kid. Parents are busy in their own 
life and don't look upon their kids and this results in shameful 
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actions. So, it is important for a parent to be their kid's best 
friend. 

 
(10) Why there is a password on their smartphones? How 

many sim cards do they have? From where they are getting 
their recharge? These are the questions a parent must ask 
their kids. Once in a week parents should inspect their kid's 
smartphones. Parents should also check if their kids are going 
somewhere else in the name of schools and colleges. 

 
(11) One of the reasons behind a girl's bad behavior is her 

friendship. Parents should instruct their daughter to avoid 
such friendships. 

 
(12) If you edify your kids to this age then your children will 

become a figure of shyness (Insha Allah). After that marry 
your children and fulfill your rights. 

 
I pray to Allah for the protection from this evil apostasy 

and guide us towards the the commands of Allah and the 
teachings of Rasool. AAMEEN 

 
Don’t just read, contemplate as well! 
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Tum Bhi Maari Jaaogi 
 

 

Pahle chahat fir nigahon se utari jaogi,  
aabroo bhi jayegi aur tum bhi maari jaogi.  

 

Tum phirogi darbadar ruswaayi aur zillat ke sath,  
Betiyon! jab chhodkar nisbat hamari jaogi.  

 

Ye to ek saazish hai warna tum nahi unko qubool,  
kal wahi nafrat karenge'n aaj pyaari jaogi.  

 

Jis ghadi dil bhar gaya koṭhe pe bechenge tumhein,  
Daag lekar hogi wapas aur kunwaari jaogi.  

 

Jis ke dam par ghar se nikli kal wo jab dega fareb 
soch lo kis samt fir tum panv bhari jaogi. 

 

Izzat-o-azmat ganwa kar muuh dikhaogi kise,  
karte karte duniyaan se tum AAH-O-ZAARI jaogi.  

 

Utrega thode dino'n mein hi javani ka nasha,  
zulm ki aagosh mein jab baari baari jaogi. 

 

Koi mazhab dena payega tumhein aisa hisaar, 
chhod kar islaam ki jab paasdaari jaogi. 

 

Hai shariat hi tumhari paasbaa'n aye beṭiyon!  
Daman-e-islaam mein hi tum sanvaari jaogi. 

 

Pyaari Behno'n iffato sharmo haya apnao to,  
Dekhna phir noor-e-haqq se tum nikhari jaogi. 

 

Tumko kuchh shikwa tha, to apno se hi kar deti bayaa'n, 
itne par kya dusro ki tum aṭari jaogi. 
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Aah dozkh ko kharida tum ne imaa'n bech kar,  
aah ab roze jaza tum ban ke naari jaogi. 

 

Roti hai chashme fareedi dekh kar anjam-e-bad,  
gar na Sambhlogi to lene sirf khawari jaogi. 
 

[Fareedi Siddiqui Misbahi, Musqat Oman] 
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